Mortuary practices reveal a great deal about the social organization of prehistoric cultures and their landscape of places. However, tombs are favored targets for looters, making it difficult to determine original burial practices. Very little was known about Wari burial during the Middle Horizon (A.D. 500-1000), even though Wari was an imperial, early Bronze Age culture with a spectacular urban capital in highland Peru. Excavations at the secondary Wari city of Conchopata produced remains of more than 200 individuals, from disturbed and undisturbed contexts. These burials as well as information from other sites permit an initial description of ideal patterns of Wari mortuary behavior. The forms abstracted reveal graves ranging from poor and ordinary citizens to royal potentates, supporting inferences of hierarchical political organization. It is also clear that the living accessed graves of important people frequently, implying some form of ancestor worship. However, unlike the later Inkas, Wari ancestors were venerated in their tombs, located deep within residential compounds and palaces.
der and destruction. Tombs were loci of power within their social arenas, making them targets of aggression. They frequently contain significant wealth, attracting looters. Furthermore, mortuary behavior may not represent an event, but a process, consisting of a sequence of acts over an extended period of time. How can the archaeologist differentiate the opening of a grave to add a newly deceased member of the family, to remove an ancestor's bones, or to participate in some activity from robbing a grave for its wealth? At least in part because of this problem, there are no general syntheses of mortuary practices for prehispanic Andean cultures such as highland Chavin, Recuay, Pucara, Tiwanaku, or Wari.
Archaeologists' discussions of landscapes of the dead must be based on intended conditions of interment. But the archaeological record presents snapshots of complex processes, some intended by the mourners but others resulting from looting, construction, erosion, etc., frozen as confusing material contexts. An inventory of popular burial patterns must emphasize the original ideals. While this obscures variation and inferences about individual agency, in the long run the abstraction of ideal patterns or norms seeks to recognize culturally relevant distinctions, on the basis of which organizational structure may be inferred, and observed ranges of behavior can be more cogently discussed. To abstract intended or ideal patterns an archaeologist must work qualitatively, evaluating as many mortuary contexts from the same culture and time period as possible. Effects from destructive processes such as looting must be evaluated in opposition to impacts from intended mortuary processes that may have gone on over a long period of time, such as refurbishing grave goods. These effects must be distinguished from differences intended to express status, class, gender, age, or other socially relevant variables. No explicit methodology exists to assure success, although large, carefully excavated samples are essential.
In the archaeological study of Wari mortuary behavior, it was impossible to move directly from excavation data to prehistoric activity. Information was confusing and contradictory, in large part because so many mortuary contexts were disturbed. Was every pit and chamber with a few human bones a tomb that had been looted? Or had human bones been trophies or amulets that were deposited here and there, and not exclusively in tombs? Was any disturbance a result of looting, or had mortuary practices been a prolonged process involving reopening a grave several times? Was secondary burial a Wari practice or did bones become disarticulated by other post-interment processes? It was only through comparison of many cases that patterns began to emerge. Unfortunately, information has been poorly recorded for many years; therefore comparative data were not accumulating quickly. Archaeologists discovering disturbed Wari burials paid little attention, for they appeared to offer only insignificant scraps of information about the past. More recently, it has become clear that even disturbed remains are valuable for comparative purposes, when carefully described.
Archaeologists engaged in inferring past cultural patterns must avoid excessive influences from theory and expectations in their comparative abstraction of ideals and norms. If we employ favored theoretical convictions or analogies to help infer intended burial forms and mortuary processes and then go on to use the same theory to infer cultural meanings, our results become overly laden with theoretical conviction (Isbell 1995; Wylie 1992a Wylie , 1992b . For example, Jalh Dulanto (2002) describes scattered human bones and their spatial contexts for a first millennium B.C. settlement on Peru's central coast that imply an ideal involving processing of ancestors' remains in a manner quite foreign to anything known in Andean ethnohistory. However, his convictions about continuity in Inka ancestor worship and mortuary practices lead him to emphasize similarities to ethnohistorical descriptions while de-emphasizing differences. The outcome is preferred patterns more similar to those of the Inka than warranted by the actual data.
Intended Patterns of Death at Conchopata
This study is possible because of recent excavations at Huari's secondary city of Conchopata. with its network of centers documenting its administrative structure (Isbell 1983 (Isbell , 1985 (Isbell , 1991 (Isbell , 1997b Isbell and Schreiber 1978; Lumbreras 1974a Lumbreras , 1974b Lumbreras , 1985 McEwan 1991 McEwan , 1996 McEwan , 1998 Schreiber 1991 Schreiber , 1992 (Figure 2 ). It has a long history of occupation, but during the centuries when Huari dominated much of Peru, Conchopata was the second city of the imperial heartland and the largest urban center in the Ayacucho Valley's southern settlement enclave. Today its ruins are overrun by the modem city of Ayacucho, resulting in the destruction of most of the ancient archaeological zone (Figure 2 ). Originally the settlement covered at least 20 ha, and possibly as much as 40 ha. Presently, only about three ha remain, probably the focus of the original civic center. All of our new information about the dead comes from this tiny portion of the old city (Isbell 2001a) . However, this well-documented sample of some 200 individuals is probably the largest collection of archaeologically excavated burials from the Wari heartland. All come from a densely urbanized area of more or less continuous buildings, plazas, and patios (Figure 3) . At some time, most of this surviving portion of Conchopata may have been enclosed by a perimeter wall, of which a northwest and a southeast comer have been preserved. Be that as it may, Conchopata was long recognized as a community of potters because large numbers of ceramic manufacturing tools were discovered at the site (Pozzi- Escot 1985 Escot , 1991 PozziEscot et. al 1994 PozziEscot et. al , 1998 (Figure 3 ), but it was excavated years ago and, apparently because of severe looting, it was never described in print. This tomb complex belongs to Type 5a of the following proposed typology and it could be the earliest "mortuary room" at Conchopata, representing the first elite grave complex constructed under the floors of a palace
The Huisa phase (A.D. 700-850) was the major occupation at the Conchopata site. Oversize-Conchopata pottery continued in use, but probably disappeared before the end of this time. Huamanga, Chikipampa, and Ocros pottery styles were very popular. Huisa is the phase to which the majority of the burials employed in this analysis appear to belong, although it seems that the most elaborate tombs continued in use though the final Alarcon phase (A.D. 850-1000). During that phase, there is no evidence for construction or occupation of palaces except for the tombs that were still in use, or perhaps being reused. However, Alarcon phase rooms nearby have simple tombs that are consistent with the proposed typology. Huamanga pottery was popular in Alarcon times, but occasional pieces of Vifiaque and Atarco style ceramics also appear.
Mortuary remains from Conchopata's final three phases seem very similar, at least on the basis of current data, so descriptions from all three phases were combined. Along with less detailed information as well as restudy of undescribed graves from former excavations, they provide the data on which the following preferential patterns are based. Many of the tombs suffered significant disturbance, but some were intact. However, even damaged tombs furnished valuable information.
Conchopata's Middle Horizon mortuary remains appear to fall into seven preferential groups or ideal types of interment, described below. I omit one type of "non-burial" at Conchopata, in which human remains were deliberately defleshed and disarticulated before they were eventually deposited on the floors of temple buildings. Nor will I explore infant and child burials except when they co-occur with adult burials.3 I will make comparisons with mortuary contexts from Huari and other Middle Horizon cities in the central highlands to fill out Wari's cultural record, and to confirm its mortuary ideals.
Wari Burial Type 1-Individual Interment
This form of burial consists of a single body placed in a small pit excavated into the ground and covered with earth (Figure 4) . Sometimes the grave was capped with a flat stone or two, and occasionally a few flat stones were used to line the sides of the pit. Bodies appear to have been tightly flexed and placed in the grave either seated, on the back, or on one side. Traces of textiles and cordage suggest that at least some bodies were wrapped in cloth and bound with rope. Examples appear to have been located in patios, courts, and narrow rooms. Except when a stone slab was used to cap the pit, there is no evidence that these grave locations were marked. Occasionally, Type 1 graves include a ceramic vessel, a stone bead, or some other object, but typically, imperishable grave furnishings are absent.
Wari Burial Type 2-Multiple Interments
Undisturbed multiple interments were found in Architectural Enclosure EA-65 and EA-151 (Figure 3 Bedrock cavity tombs have different shapes, probably because the contours were determined by cracks in the rock that made it easier to remove the stone. Most, but not all, the bedrock cavity tombs discovered at Conchopata were looted. All appear to have contained the remains of more than one person, and significant numbers of pots as well as other offerings. One bedrock cavity interment was found intact below Conchopata's room EA-31 ( Figure 5 ). To construct the tomb, earth and then stone had been cut away to produce a broad shaft-like entrance, with two burial chambers in the deepest northern part of the excavation, one to the northeast and one to the northwest. A ttoco about 15 cm in diameter that had been cut through the bedrock at the northwest edge of the tomb shaft appears to have served both burial chambers.
The northwest chamber was open, having been looted, and contained many fragments of human bones as well as pieces of broken pottery, but the northeast chamber remained closed behind a rough stone wall. It contained several individuals whose bones were almost totally consumed by chemical action within the sealed environment of the grave. Two adults were tightly flexed. One, associated with tupus, has skeletal features diagnostic of a female. The other adult was associated with half of an archer's bow and another wooden object that may be a reworked bow stave. Based on the bow, it seems probable that the individual was male, although sex determination from the bones themselves was impossible. In the rear of the grave were additional bones in extremely poor condition that may represent earlier interments in the same grave. A jar in the grave contains a human fetus and a radiocarbon sample from vegetable fiber bindings about one of the cadavers produced a terminal Huisa phase date.
The most impressive unlooted bedrock cavity interment was discovered during our 2000 season. The grave opening was found in room EA-105, partially covered by a bench-like construction that had a circular hole in the top suggestive of a ttoco, except that it did not penetrate into the tomb (Figure 6) . Small luxury objects of turquoise and Spondylus shell were found in this hole.
The floor around the tomb entrance was covered with sherds from large jars, but there was no lid, only earth and rocks in the mouth. A small plain pot with constricted opening was also found at the entrance into this bedrock cavity tomb. Below the roughly 80-cm-diameter tomb mouth was a spherical cavity almost 2 m wide and about 1.6 m deep, excavated into the bedrock. The grave yielded 27 ceramic vessels, including several miniature pots that seem to imitate oversize offering urns, small objects of green stone, numerous copper tupus, and the remains of 15 individuals. Osteological examination documented two fetuses in jars, three infants, part of a child, ajuvenile, one male between 23 and 27 years of age, and six adult females of various ages, as well as a seventh skeleton too incomplete to be sexed, but probably also an adult female (Tung 2003; Tung and Cook 2002). The male was placed in the bottom of the grave seated on crossed sticks of wood that may have been the framework of a stool or mortuary support. I suspect that this was the primary burial of the group, probably a husband accompanied by polygynous wives and deceased infants. If my inferences are correct, it seems likely that this grave belonged to a nobleman, for the number of wives seems too large for a commoner.
The skeleton of a pregnant woman was found just inside the tomb opening. It was completely articulated as though untouched since the body had been placed into the tomb. It appears to have been added after other burials immediately below, which were disturbed and partially disarticulated. Disturbance of these skeletons was consistent with the intrusion of the final female body when the other bodies still had connective tissue holding their bones together, but when their remains were delicate enough to permit parts of the skeleton to separate from one another. This is a convincing demonstration that Wari tombs were reopened by intention to add individuals and it seems likely that it occurred many times. We can also conclude that bones were removed when the tomb was opened, for some of the skeletons in this unlooted grave are incomplete. So Wari burial was a process, not an event. The last woman added to the grave in EA-105 was about 45 years of age and was pregnant, but she probably also was a wife of the young man interred earlier at the bottom of the grave.
Another Type 4 Bedrock Cavity Interment was in EA-40, and disturbed examples were found in rooms EA-9 and EA-64. A unique case in a larger, probably open patio came from EA-6.
Wari Burial Type 5a and Type 5b-Mortuary Room Interment
This kind of burial is named "Mortuary Room Interment" because tombs occupy so much of the space within a room that it is difficult to imagine any other activity except burial and burial ritual within the enclosed and roofed area (Figures 7, 8, and 9) . In some cases a second room and even a third room appear to have been part of the mortuary complex, although these secondary mortuary rooms were probably not filled with tombs. However, looting has usually disturbed the original conditions so severely that interpretations cannot be precise. At least six examples of mortuary rooms are known at Conchopata. They are room EA-138, with its neighbor EA-110 that were both looted severely. A second, and perhaps the largest mortuary room complex, consisted of EA-38 (Figures 3 and 8 with an altar chamber. Occasionally, an adjacent room seems to have been part of the mortuary complex, having its own cist tombs excavated into its floor, and walls that may have been parts of offering houses with altar chambers. Unfortunately, looting has made it difficult to determine critical details of construction chronology, but what does seem clear is that in Type 5a mortuary rooms, the construction of an offering house over a tomb signaled its importance. It also meant that the tomb was difficult if not impossible to re-open to insert additional burials or to remove any remains.
Mortuary rooms of Type 5b represent an elaboration on Type 5a that could be entered and reentered, without disturbing the offering house. These tombs had a separate entrance to one side, sealed by a flat stone (Figures 7 and 9) . A large rectangular burial chamber was constructed below the floor of the mortuary room and capped with stone slabs at about the same level as the floor. A ttoco was constructed between the stone lintels at one end of the chamber, and an entrance that could be sealed with a single stone slab was placed at the other end. An offering house with altar chamber was built over the ttoco, covering about 70 percent of the burial chamber, but leaving the entrance and covering stone exposed. This kind of mortuary unit could be re-opened repeatedly, while the offering house and ttoco remained undisturbed.
All the mortuary rooms discovered at Conchopata were looted, but gold artifacts were found in mortuary rooms EA-138 and EA-150. This is the only gold discovered in our excavations at Conchopata, so there seems little doubt that mortuary rooms were the pinnacles of the local interment hierarchy. Only the most powerful and wealthy residents could afford so much luxury. Study of the skeletal remains from mortuary rooms is still in progress, and, of course, all were disturbed. However, preliminary evidence indicates a significant preponderance of female skeletons, consistent with a high-status palace area where a king and his noble kinfolk were attended by numerous wives, concubines, and serving women.
Wari Burial Type 6-Wall Interment
This type of interment employed a chamber cut out of, constructed within, or attached to, a thick wall (Figure 4) . We did not discover any wall interments during our excavations at Conchopata, but Lum- Type 5a mortuary room interment is also known at Huari (Figure 10 Type 5 mortuary rooms described for Huari can enclose one large chamber complex or several small chambers, probably ranging from two to five. Small and simple cheqo wasi probably were entered by removing the lid (Figure 12 ). More complex examples consist of a subterranean room or complex of rooms entered from one side through a crawlway, perhaps also covered by a heavy stone (Figure 12) . The upper level is often a room, or room complex that may have been closed except for ttoco. Other ttoco connect the upper chambers with the lower chambers. In form, Huari's cheqo wasi are like Type 5a and 5b mortuary rooms from Conchopata, except that they are much grander. I propose that these megalithic tombs be recognized as another subclass, Type 5c (Figure 12) All known Type 5c mortuary rooms from Huari were looted, probably many times, beginning in the distant past. In early postconquest times they served as quarries for construction stone, furnishing huge expertly worked ashlars that could be re-cut into mill stones, water conduits, and other stone objects used to construct the colonial city of Huamanga (now Ayacucho). But excavations in and around them have revealed many human remains in the disturbed contexts. As our understandings grow, there seems little doubt that the chambers were elite tombs.
If the Batan Urqo Type 5a mortuary rooms are grander than Conchopata's by an order or two of magnitude, some of Huari's larger cheqo wasi are greater than Conchopata's Type 5b mortuary rooms by half a dozen orders of magnitude. Huari's cheqo wasi must have been tombs for kings or nobles whose status was a full social level above the fanciest tombs discovered at Conchopata.
Megalithic stone chambers of Type 5c are common at Huari, but are very rare if they exist at all outside the capital city. Only one example has been reported. In southern Ayacucho, more than 100 km from Huari, Schreiber (1992: Figure 11 ). Based on these reports it appears that wall interments represent yet another kind of Wari grave that was probably opened and reopened for the addition, and perhaps the removal, of human bodies and defleshed bones, respectively. Few offerings or grave furnishings have been found with wall interments. Perhaps this is because so many were looted, but more probably, it is because they were similar in status to Type 3 cist interments.
Type 8 Royal Interment
The Monjachayoq area of Huari is also named "canterdn" (Bennett 1953:19) or stone quarry in Spanish. Before the 1970s it had gaping holes 15 to 20 m in diameter and half as deep that were partially filled with huge rocks, including fragmehts of finely worked ashlars, curiously shaped stones that looked like conduits for aqueducts, and circular slabs resembling mill stones. Nearby was a long subterranean hall filled with human remains.
Although extremely damaged, clearing and excavation by Ismael Perez (1999, 2001a, 2001b) in 1997 has finally revealed enough of the ancient architecture at Monjachayoq to get a sense of its original form. Monjachayoq consisted of four or five subterranean levels of construction with the deepest reaching 10 m or more below the ground (Figure 15 ). On the surface there appears to have been a perimeter wall, a "D-" shaped temple building, a large structure, and maybe a street or corridor. Under this, and apparently below the original ground level, was a complex of four halls, end to end, of well-made rough stone masonry with massive cut stone slabs for the roof and the floor. At the south end, the hall complex passed over a deeper, 15, 16, and 17) . Monjachayoq's second subterranean level contains 21 cells constructed of ashlars in combination with rough stonework (Figures 16 and 17) . This construction was disclosed by cleaning one of Monjachayoq's gaping holes of loose stone, revealing a surface exposed by looters and subsequently worked by colonial stonecutters who converted ancient ashlars into millstones, water conduits, and other items requisitioned by Spanish architects in the new city of Huamanga. In fact, the 21 chambers are exposed because massive covering stones were removed, along with several levels of construction above them. Pdrez (1999) found stones in the process of being re-cut, along with an exhausted iron chisel of the colonial masons.
Huari's subterranean megalithic complex of cells must have been opened and looted, perhaps in prehispanic times. During the colonial era Spanish contractors began quarrying stone from Monjachayoq, recutting its original construction blocks for new requirements in the colonial capital of Huamanga. In spite of this destruction, there can be little question that the complex of 21 cells represents a mortuary group, of subsidiary burial chambers, or perhaps offering houses built above an even grander primary mortuary chamber.
Under the complex of 21 cells is a third basement level, accessible only by a shaft. It is a hall whose plan resembles a llama viewed in profile (Figures 16 and 18) . Pdrez (1999) observed that entry was at the mouth of the symbolic animal. And, at the tip of the llama's tail a still-deeper element was constructed, that might be considered a fourth underground level. This is a circular chamber, lined with rough stonework, 3.7 to 4 m deep, reaching 1.2 m in diameter at the bottom, with a flat-stone lid that once sealed it. It looks remarkably like a primary burial cist from a Type 5a Wari mortuary room, as well as the primary burial chamber in the Batan Urqu mortuary room. kinds of buildings where the living venerated the dead, who were interred below the floors. Some of these tombs were modest, others were substantial and a few were pretentious. The most powerful residents created mortuary rooms for their bodies, where they would be visited by generations of their descendents, at least some of whom would eventually be added to the same complex of tombs.
Isbell] MORTUARY PREFERENCES: A WARI CULTURE CASE STUDY FROM MIDDLE HORIZON PERU 23 --------------W--------I ------------------------
Conchopata has half a dozen mortuary rooms with tombs that have great lids, ttoco, and offering houses filling the entire space. This mortuary landscape affirms that Conchopata was not just a city of craftspeople, but of elites and nobles, occupying palaces and commanding resources sufficient to construct impressive tombs and provision them with wealth that included gold. But the poor condition of Middle Horizon tombs made it impossible to describe Wari mortuary behavior directly. This has been achieved only by abstracting ideal or preferred patterns from a multitude of graves, many disturbed but a few intact, from Conchopata and related settlements, including the Huari capital itself. The resulting typology of ideal mortuary classes is remarkably complex and hierarchical. It suggests so many inferences that only a few can be discussed here.
Wari Ttoco openings into tombs became popular during the Middle Horizon, implying an increased desire to maintain contact with ancestors. However, Type 1 and Type 2 interments have no ttoco and contain no luxury goods. It appears that lowstatus individuals were buried together, in affiliated groupings, but they did not become revered ancestors.
Wari Type 3 cists, as well as Type 6 wall interments, are a step higher in the social landscape. Type 3 graves sometimes, but not always, had ttoco openings, while Type 6 seems not to have had them. I suggest that these burials represent typical residents of Wari cities, neither powerful nor impoverished.
Type 4 bedrock chamber interments appear to have been the burial places of minor nobles, at least at Conchopata. They had ttoco openings and contained many grave goods. Type 4 burials are frequent at Conchopata, implying that the surviving portion of that city was a palace compound, or complex of associated palace compounds occupied in large part by elites. Bedrock chamber tombs that were not disturbed appear to have held family groups, and at least some examples are best interpreted as the polygynous family of a man with many wives. In fact, female remains considerably outnumber the males in our Conchopata osteological sample, a fact that I ascribe to the seraglio-like nature of the palatial sector we have investigated at Conchopata.
Burial Type 5a and 5b mortuary rooms represent the pinnacle of the interment hierarchy at Conchopata. They have ttoco openings, combined with an offering house with altar chamber. These graves contained gold and other objects of wealth, although none has been discovered unlooted. As in bedrock chamber tombs, mortuary rooms contain a predominance of female skeletons, seeming to confirm the importance of polygyny, and the importance of women and their labor for the smaller number of elite men. I propose that the persons buried in Conchopata's mortuary rooms were rulers and their close family members, probably petty kings or curaca, to use an Andean term. The discovery of similar but more magnificent mortuary rooms at Batan Urqo in Cuzco implies Wari kings of similar noble rank in the distant city of Huaro, but judging by the graves, Batan Urqo's kings were probably wealthier than Conchopata's rulers in a regional scale of power and affluence. Type 5a and 5b burials seem to represent a fourth level of social status in ancient Wari culture, perhaps rulers of secondary cities and governors of provincial territories.
Mortuary rooms of Type 5a and 5b were the apex of the funerary hierarchy at Conchopata and at Huaro/Batan Urqu, but they were modest when compared with Huari's cheqo wasi-megalithic chamber tombs-but placed in mortuary rooms similar to those of Conchopata. This demonstrates that the fourth-level curacas of Conchopata were significantly out-ranked by more powerful nobles at Huari, who could build truly magnificent mausoleums. Furthermore, Type 5c megalithic mortuary rooms appear to have been limited to Huari, and perhaps one provincial site in the south, where some Huari prince may have established a royal villa or country estate. Consequently, Type 5c burials must represent a fifth hierarchical level of status and wealth in Wari culture and society. Their limitation to the capital city implies centralization of political power, with deceased nobles being buried only in the great city. Wari's landscape of death proclaims Huari's unique hierarchical position, contradicting interpretations of the Middle Horizon that argue for equivalent cities or confederations of lineages.
Supreme power and wealth in Wari's mortuary landscape is represented by Type 8 royal interment, a sixth level in the power hierarchy. Still poorly known, these tomb complexes were vast and impressive. Further research will probably prove that they were the tombs of Huari's emperors. And they significantly surpass all other graves of Middle Horizon date anywhere within the Wari sphere-Pachacamac, Cuzco, Huamachuco, Nasca, or Moquegua. Their only appropriate place was Huari itself, where they probably defined centrality, for there are hints that social relations with these dead emperors never ended, and that social memory was constructed around their tombs.
Wari's dead, or perhaps more correctly, the higher-status dead, were in continued relationships with the living. Offerings of some sort, but certainly including small luxury objects, were introduced into tombs though ttoco openings. Offering houses with altar chambers, built over the tombs of Type 5 as well as Type 8 royal tombs, may have contained many other kinds of gifts. This shows that progenitors were objects of adoration, and that the people of Wari practiced ancestor worship of some sort.
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Andean peoples practiced religions that emphasized ancestor worship (Doyle 1988; Duviols 1988; Isbell 1997a; Salomon 1995). Corpses of important lineage founders and political leaders were mummified because their bodies were holy objects of public worship. The cadaver was carefully preserved, even body exuvia-fingernail cuttings and trimmed hair. Some mummies resided in special mortuary towns, others remained in their homes and palaces, and, at least some of the time, dead Inka kings sat together in a great hall within Cuzco's sun temple (MacCormack 1991). Founders' mummies and deceased kings were public figures. They participated in feasts, traveled about, and were available for consultation. They demanded and received fine clothing, foods, and other items of conspicuous display, and witnessing their enjoyment of these gifts seems to have been an essential part of worship by their descendents.
It would be attractive to imagine similar mummies populating Wari's landscape of death, but this seems unlikely. Wari mortuary facilities were not designed to preserve mummified flesh. Under the floors in the ground, Wari dead were soon reduced to bones. Furthermore, some of the bones, but not mummified cadavers, were removed while other parts of the body remained in the graves. Apparently, Wari ancestors were deliberately dismembered, something that would have horrified Inka worshippers.
Many of the higher status Wari tombs were easily opened and sealed again, but it seems unlikely that they contained founders' mummies who were brought out for public worship. The entrances of these tombs would have made it difficult to extract and replace whole mummies. But the evidence for Type 5a tombs is even more indicative. Their primary cists were impossible to re-open once an offering house and altar chamber had been constructed over the lid.
Principal cists of Type 5a mortuary rooms contained important ancestors, but it is impossible to imagine Inka-style mummies trapped in these tombs, beyond the reach of their descendents. While there were important developments in Type 5 tombs that appear to document significant changes in treatments and meanings of dead ancestors though the Middle Horizon, Wari descendents who employed Type 5a mortuary rooms contented themselves with communicating with their principal ancestor through a ttoco At Conchopata, and apparently at Huari as well, elaborate mortuary rooms were located far from public areas. They were intended for private ceremonies, not public display. In fact, built environments of death imply that admission to mortuary rooms was limited and exclusive. Perhaps entrance instated power that had to be controlled. Adjacent facilities do not include courtyards or plazas large enough for the assembly of many people. We do not yet fully understand how the Wari dead were incorporated in grander rituals where social memory was constructed, but current information suggests the possibility that defleshed and disarticulated bones of deceased ancestors could have been objects of display in public landscapes of death.
Unfortunately, the image of Inka-style mummies is excessively powerful in Andean archaeology, becoming an untested assumption for interpreting earlier mortuary remains (see Kaulicke 2000) . There can be no doubt that this study of Wari mortuary landscape is preliminary. Much more information must be collected and compared. As data increase, so will the refinement of ideal types of Wari mortuary practices, as well as actual cases-the occasional intact tomb-providing better understanding of variability and individual strategies in the treatment of Wari dead. But even in preliminary form, this typology of Wari mortuary preferences furnishes a tool for inferring social and political hierarchy during the Middle Horizon, while it creates a new understanding of Wari's landscape of death.
